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1. Books


2. Refereed International Journal Articles


2) Kumiko NAKAMICHI, Yoshiki YAMAGATA and Hajime SEYA (2013): CO₂ emissions evaluation considering introduction of EVs and PVs under land-use scenarios for climate change mitigation and adaptation - Focusing on the change of emission factor after the Tohoku Earthquake --, *Journal of the Eastern Asia Society for Transportation Studies*, Vol.10, pp.1025-1044. ([https://www.jstage.jst.go.jp/article/easts/10/0/10_1025/_article](https://www.jstage.jst.go.jp/article/easts/10/0/10_1025/_article))


(http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S136192091600002X)

(http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0965856416000057)

(https://www.jstage.jst.go.jp/article/easts/12/0/12_146/_article/-char/en)


3. **Refereed National Journal Articles**

(https://www.jstage.jst.go.jp/article/cpij1/39/0/39_0_12/_article)

(https://www.jstage.jst.go.jp/article/journalip1984/22/0/22_0_171/_article)

(https://www.jstage.jst.go.jp/article/cpij1/40/0/40_0_7/_article)

(https://www.jstage.jst.go.jp/article/proer2000/35/0/35_0_121/_article)


22) **Kumiko NAKAMICHI**, Tomoya KAWASAKI, Shinya HANAOKA and Yutaro WATANABE (2018) Classification and analysis of logistics facilities by types of commodities based on supply chain in
(https://www.jstage.jst.go.jp/article/jscejipm/74/5/74_I_1005/_article/-char/en)

(https://www.jstage.jst.go.jp/article/journalcpij/54/3/54_680/_article/-char/en)

(https://www.jstage.jst.go.jp/article/journalcpij/55/3/55_1241/_article/-char/en)

4. **Conference Proceedings**

4.1. **Conference Proceedings (International): Refereed Full Papers**


4.2. **Conference Proceedings (International): Refereed Abstracts (Some full papers are available)**

1) Mamoru TANIGUCHI, Ryoji MATSUNAKA and **Kumiko NAKAMICHI** (2005) SLIM CITY (Smart Layout Indicators to Materialize Compact City), as the new package to evaluate compact urban layout — How to manage land recycle and flood disaster prevention —, *Computers in Urban Planning and Urban Management (CUPUM) 05*, No.98, London, UK.  
(http://128.40.111.250/cupum/searchpapers/papers-paper98.pdf)

9th Pacific Regional Science Conference Organization (PRSCO) Summer Institute, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia.


13) Yoshiki YAMAGATA, Hajime SEYA and **Kumiko NAKAMICHI** (2013) Geographically explicit IAM


(http://www.easts.info/on-line/proceedings/vol.12/pdf/PP2407.pdf)

4.3. Conference Proceedings (National)


3) Kumiko NAKAMICHI, Mamoru TANIGUCHI and Ryoji MATSUNAKA (2006) Main sequence of transitional residential zone types: Perspective for urban reform in the population declining era,


27) Kumiko NAKAMICHI, Tianzi LU and Shinya HANAOKA (2016) The transition of residential zone


5. Others

5.1. Symposium, Seminar, Workshop and Special Lecture (in English)